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jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  17:55:35  

yes its really a top photo Carole, worthy of being commercially published too i bet,
thanks!

these 2 were posted somewhere on here b4 by someone, i just enlarged them a
bit, looks like doing another tv show for abc in england, maybe the nme concerts.
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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  18:10:17  

As Cas was the photographer, she can tell you about those two jonny

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  19:15:08  

I took these along with others at the ABC Blackpool 16th July 1967 Jonny. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Edited by - Cas19 on 03/12/2009 19:16:32

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  22:54:55  

ah kool thanks alot, well you both sure got some very amazing & valuable personal
photos which we're very lucky to all enjoy here!

obviously they must have filmed the event for tv, & a pity we cant see it now, even
though abc did save more than some!

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  13:53:01  

Heres a couple more. 
The first one I took at the Casterways January 1968, the same time as Caroles b/w
one. 
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8313 Posts

This one was taken in Wakefield in October 1968.
I'm the one that is being squashed down!

Casx
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'Something in your eyes'

Edited by - Cas19 on 04/12/2009 13:53:37

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  15:14:59  

Nice Cas, and how did you get that nice pink colour all over the photo then. Was it
a clever trick or a cunning plan gone wrong.

Whatever, it's nice.

Wend

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  15:36:11  

Its purely age Wend!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  16:13:24  

luv them! & those glasses cas, same as olive from the 'on the buses' arent they! i
just photoshopped your pink photo to orig colour, it comes up well if you want to
see it, or try it yourself.

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  16:41:25  

Oh put it on so that we can all see it Jonny pleeeeese. I've got a bit of a penchant
for black and white, or is it sepia.

Wend

Edited by - Hampson on 04/12/2009 16:42:29

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  17:02:39    

This thread is pure indulgence. Thanks everyone for posting their treasures!

Cor xx

ErgoFergo
I’ll try anything

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  17:40:43  
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United Kingdom
1047 Posts

Cas, that picture of you being squashed is brilliant! You're so lucky to have it.

Vicky
x

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  18:19:44  

quote:

Originally posted by jonny

luv them! & those glasses cas, same as olive from the 'on the buses' arent they! i
just photoshopped your pink photo to orig colour, it comes up well if you want to
see it, or try it yourself.

I'd love to see it please Jonny I'm not good with that sort of thing. Thank you.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  19:52:16  

you can adjust them with the microsoft pic editor too.
i done a sepia & greyscale one, without any effects tho!
that looks like james bond standing there too??
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Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  20:30:32  

Thanks Jonny - quite a nice variation, and I can't pick a favourite either.

Wend

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  20:33:25    

Oh, Cas, if you aren't the cutest!

Good job, Jonny--I like the whole triptych!

This is about the best thread evah -- I was feeling a little down and have been
lifted way up. 

Thanks you lucky fans for sharing your bounty.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.
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